### WHAT LEVEL SKI CLASS AM I READY FOR?

**CAN I...**

- **BEGINNER**
  - Turn my skis to the left and right, stop and remain balanced and in control on easy Green Circle terrain

- **INTERMEDIATE**
  - Link smooth, mostly parallel, turns to control my speed on all Green Circle terrain. I can also stop when required and safely ride the chairlift

- **ADVANCED**
  - Confidently link parallel turns of varying sizes on all Blue Square terrain, using my poles for rhythm and timing

- **NOVICE**
  - Carve at speed on groomed Blue runs and maintain rhythm and flow on all ungroomed Blue terrain. I'm also comfortable in small terrain parks

**WHAT LEVEL SNOWBOARD CLASS AM I READY FOR?**

**CAN I...**

- **BEGINNER**
  - Turn my board to the left and right, stop and remain balanced and in control on easy Green Circle terrain

- **INTERMEDIATE**
  - Link heel and toe turns to control my speed on all Green Circle terrain. I can also stop when required and safely ride the chairlift

- **ADVANCED**
  - Confidently link heel and toe turns of varying sizes on all Blue Square terrain, using my turn shape to control my speed

- **NOVICE**
  - Carve at speed on groomed Blue runs and maintain rhythm and flow on all ungroomed Blue terrain. I'm also comfortable in small terrain parks